
Fake nerve poison attacks
by Johan R.

October 15, 2018.  The latest propaganda attacks by the West on Russia smack of a turf war 
amongst our ruling families as exposed by Miles in his numerous papers.  Or maybe just a 
diversion.  Wikipedia says the following: At 16:15 on 4 March 2018, an emergency services 
call  reported that Sergei Skripal,  a  66-year-old resident of Salisbury, and his  33-year-old 
daughter Yulia, who had flown into London's Heathrow Airport from Russia the previous day,  
had been found unconscious on a public bench in the centre of  Salisbury by a passing 
doctor and nurse.[14][15][16] An eyewitness saw Yulia foaming at the mouth with her eyes wide  
open but completely white.[17] According to a later British government statement they were  
"slipping in and out of consciousness on a public bench".[18] At 17:10, they were separately  
taken to  Salisbury District  Hospital by an ambulance and an air  ambulance.[19] Note the 
passing doctor and nurse – as Miles would say: how convenient.

Sergei Skripal (age 66 = 33 + 33) and his daughter Yulia (33 yrs) looks like they are part of a 
staged event – the following excerpts in italics are from mainstream media in the UK: Russia 
has  denied using Novichok, a nerve agent first developed by the Soviet military, to attack  
Skripal,  and Moscow has said it  suspects the British secret services are trying to frame  
Russia to stoke anti-Russian hysteria. The lives of Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia will  
never be the same again. After surviving a murder attempt alleged to be by the Russian  
state, they must now prepare to disappear, take on new identities and say goodbye to family  
and friends for ever.

YULIA Skripal was targeted in the Salisbury nerve agent attack just days after she gained  
access to a $200,000 “secret bank account”, her family claim. According to   The Sun   , the 
money  belonged  to  the  33-year-old’s  brother  Alexander,  who  died  in  mysterious 
circumstances in St Petersburg last year. (Alexander is 33 or 43? Take your pick.) Alexander  
died aged 43, reported Huffpost, while on holiday with his girlfriend in St Petersburg. He was  
said  to have been admitted to hospital  for  liver  failure.  Relatives  deemed the death  as  
“suspicious”. Two guinea pigs belonging to Sergei Skripal  died and his cat was put down  
after the Salisbury nerve agent attack, the government has revealed. A spokeswoman for  
the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) said the dead guinea pigs  
and a “distressed” cat were discovered when a vet was able to enter Skripal’s home, which  
had been sealed off during the police investigation. Defra said it believed the guinea pigs  
had died of thirst.

Now if all the above makes any sense – good for you.  However, Miles’ papers alert and 
make us noticing discrepancies and misdirection more easily. I only wish I could connect all  
the  dots  as  he  does,  especially  re  the  genealogies.  For  example  Skripal  seems  like 
misdirection and could be Shripel, Skripel which might be Jewish?

[Miles: looks to me like a fake name.  It isn't Russian.  It is probably a slur of Shripal/Sripal, 
which is  a  Vedic  name meaning “Lord  Vishnu”.   My guess is  it  is  referring  to the blue 
complexion of Vishnu, which those who die of Novichok poisoning also allegedly have.  In 
other words, it is another joke.
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Also, what is all the stuff about guinea pigs and cats?  Why would a distressed cat be put 
down?  Why not just take it to the shelter?  Because it was poisoned, too?  No, there is no 
talk of that.  The guinea pigs didn't die of poisoning, did they?  The article admits they died of 
thirst.  So why not give the cat some water and find it a new home?  Because none of this 
happened.  It was made up by someone whose brain doesn't work right,  i.e., another writer  
for Intel.]   

For more confirmation let’s briefly look at the famous Litvinenko incident of 2006.  According 
to Wikipedia:  Alexander Litvinenko was a former officer of the Russian  Federal Security  
Service (FSB) and  KGB, who fled from court prosecution in Russia and received  political  
asylum in the United Kingdom. On 1 November 2006, Litvinenko suddenly fell ill and was  
hospitalized.  He  died  three  weeks  later,  becoming  the  first  confirmed  victim  of  lethal  
polonium-210-induced  acute  radiation  syndrome.[1] Litvinenko's  allegations  about  the 
misdeeds of the FSB and his public deathbed accusations that Russian president Vladimir  
Putin was behind his unusual malady resulted in worldwide media coverage. [2]

Please forgive me – I’m not as thorough as Miles and a complete amateur compared to him. 
However, it should be quite clear from the following photo something is seriously amiss.

Enlarging the image it becomes clear that some of the patches on Litvinenko’s chest are not 
wired. Furthermore the machines surrounding him are also not powered. Which leads us to 
ask: 1) Are the machines off because of his imminent passing, or 2) This photo was staged? 
My assertion is  towards the latter.  Does he look like a corpse in  waiting? No, they just 
shaved his head.  Other than that he looks fine.  He has great color for someone in the last 
stages of poisoning.  I guess there is a tanning bed in the room next door, which he uses 
after his workout on the basketball court.  
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This is a photo of Litvinenko’s grave – as Miles would comment, it proves bugger all! (Sorry 
the last expression is typically British)

It would seem the arms industry needs to reduce their inventories to make room for the new 
deliveries  and  also  the  testing  of  new  technology.  For  proof  see  this: Theresa  May’s 
husband’s Investment Firm made a financial killing from the bombing of Syria - On the 14th 
April 2018, the Prime Minister Theresa May sanctioned British military action on Syria in  
response to an apparent chemical attack on the city of Douma – air strikes that saw the  
debut of a new type of Cruise Missile,  the JASSM,     produced exclusively by the Lockheed 
Martin Corporation. The debut of this new – and incredibly expensive – weapon was exactly  
what US President Donald Trump was referring to when he tweeted that the weapons being  
fired on Syria would be “nice and new and ‘smart!'” Consequently, with the air strikes on  
Syria having hugely  boosted Lockheed Martin’s  share price when markets reopened on  
Monday, Philip May’s firm subsequently made a fortune from their investment in the Defence  
giant.

[Miles: the above reminds us of the 2008 film  Iron Man, doesn't it,  when Robert Downey 
tests his new Stark industries smart missile in Afghanistan.  I am just surprised they don't call 
the JASSM a Jericho missile.  These cost about a million apiece, by the way.]  

Novichok allegedly claimed another victim Dawn Sturgess this summer. The Sun reports as 
follows:  The 44-year-old  was rushed to hospital on June 30 after falling ill  at a home in  
Amesbury, Wiltshire. Just hours later, her partner Charlie Rowley was also taken to hospital  
with  the  same  symptoms.  As  both  remained  in  a  critical  condition,  scientists  from  the  
Government’s  nearby  defence  research  centre  Porton  Down  confirmed  they  had  been  
poisoned with Novichok. It was announced on July 8 that Dawn had tragically passed away.  
Dawn, 44, was exposed to at least 10 times the amount of nerve agent used on ex-Russian  
spy Sergei Skripal and his daughter Yulia. Cops are probing a theory the poison was in a  
perfume  bottle  discarded  by  the  Russian  would-be  assassins. Yeah  right,  professional 
assassins do not know how to get rid of evidence?

They explained how Dawn switched from a popular pupil at Durrington school in Wiltshire to  
a homeless alcoholic due to post-natal depression when Aidan was born. The pal said: "Her  
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personality changed. She became like a zombie. She didn't care about anything and just let  
everything go. She started smoking weed and over the course of time she turned to harder  
drugs. Mum-of three Dawn lives in a homeless hostel 300 yards from the Zizzi restaurant  
where MI6 mole Sergei and daughter Yulia ate before they collapsed. Dawn and Charlie  
were  both  taken  to  Salisbury  District  Hospital,  where  the  Skripals  spent  weeks  before  
regaining consciousness.

This is a photo of Dawn Sturgess – when the image is enlarged the (lonely) tattoo on her left 
shoulder  appears  to  be  a  tortoise.  Is  the  tortoise  testing  our  perception?  A  tortoise 
symbolises good luck, longevity and in mysticism it carries the world on its back. Can we 
read this as Sturgess still being alive? Your guess is as good as mine. 

[Miles: it is the “turtle that strikes hard”, symbol of the Fabians.  Proving she is a spook.  We 
can be sure she is still alive—if she didn't die of ink poisoning.]

The Telegraph had this to say about the funeral: Guests arrived in smart, brightly coloured t-
shirts, floral dresses and pink cardigans. Men wore blue and red ties. The sky overhead was  
a heavy grey. "The family  were very happy for  people to wear colour and to  make it  a 
celebration rather than something depressing or too mournful," said Rev Bromiley. "They 
want  to  be  as  positive  as  possible  and there  was a  real  willingness  to  use  this  as  an  
opportunity  to  celebrate  Dawn  as  she  really  was."  Yes,  why  not  be  cheerful  when  a 
homeless woman and zombie gets poisoned to death by a government nerve agent?  That 
makes perfect sense.  But this does make a fake funeral easier, since the actors will not 
have to cry or otherwise improvise sorrow.  It also makes perfect sense, seeing all these well 
dressed people having an expensive party for a homeless alcoholic and drug addict.  Who 
paid for this?  If she had all these rich friends, why didn't one of them help her out with a 
room or a trip to the hospital?  We also have an expedited cremation to short circuit any 
embarrassing evidence.



That  any  funeral  took  place  at  all was  totally  unexpected.  Just  a  few  weeks  ago,  the  

Sturgess  family  had  been  informed her  body  would  not  be  returned  for  many  months,  

presumably while an autopsy and further tests were carried out.   While the  UK’s Porton 

Down military laboratory—located just a few miles away from Salisbury and fully capable  

of manufacturing what is known as “novichok”—baldly asserted its presence in the couple,  

the inquest was told that more tests were needed until an actual cause of death could be  

given. But no such verdict has been released to the public, with the inquest into her death  

adjourned until  January 2019. The Conservative government is desperate to contain and 

control  a story,  which,  with the discharge of  the now healthy Rowley from hospital,  has  

reached such a pitch that not a single word from the authorities can be believed. Upon 

leaving hospital, Rowley was whipped off to a police safe house, despite not being the target  

of  any  attack—even  in  the  government’s  own  narrative  he  was  simply  an  unfortunate  

“collateral” victim.  While Rowley has at least been heard of since being taken to a secret  

location by the British state, nothing regarding how they came to be poisoned has been  

heard from the Skripals since also being spirited away by police and intelligence forces  

months ago. 

Couldn't possibly be that these three people were wisked away because the project was 

over, could it?  Their stints as crisis actors were done and they had to get on to the next 

hoax.    

Wikipedia:  Able Danger was a classified military planning effort  led by the U.S. Special  

Operations Command (SOCOM) and the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA). It was created 

as a result of a directive from the Joint Chiefs of Staff in early October 1999 by Chairman of  

the  Joint  Chiefs  of  Staff Hugh  Shelton,  to  develop  an information  operations campaign 

plan against  transnational terrorism.  This is  what  the conspiracy site www.abeldanger.org 

says about our current case: Dawn Sturgess had 2 sons with a man named Andy 'Hopey' 
Hope. Andrew Hope has worked for the UK based multinational military and cyber-tech spy  

firm,  Qinetiq,  since its creation in  2001.  Starting as an Avionics Instillation Manager,  he  

slowly worked his way up the ranks to Senior Systems Engineer.  Two of the most notable  

high profile  executives that  have worked for  QinetiQ over  the  years have been the ex-
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director  of  the  CIA,  George  J.  Tenet, and  former  US  Undersecretary  of  Defense  for  

Intelligence, Stephen Cambone. George J. Tenet served as the head of the CIA under both  

Clinton and Bush administrations between 1997–2004. QinetiQ was formed in 2001 after the  

UK  government  privatized  one  half  of  the  Defence  Evaluation  and  Research  Agency  

(DERA). The other more sensitive half of the DERA was kept and maintained by the UK 

government and was renamed the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (DSTL). It’s  

worth noting that the only known laboratory in the UK to handle Novichok is Porton Down,  

which  is  part  of  DSTL.  QinetiQ is  basically  a  private  defense  research  arm of  the  UK  

government.

Then we get this from the website: I shall speculate further and say that the CIA/Deepstate  

had ordered Andrew Hope to kill Sergei Skripal due to Skripal's ties to Christopher Steele  

and the Trump dossier. Hope in turn hired his ex-partner, Dawn Sturgess, who appears to  

have been living in a homeless hostel at the time and struggling for money, to plant the  

nerve agent somewhere in Salisbury which eventually lead to the near deaths of Skripal and  

his daughter earlier in March this year. Maybe Dawn was worried about what she had gotten  

herself into and had threatened to go to the police or media to expose the lie. Maybe they  

were  both  poisoned  to  keep  the  truth  from  coming  out. Maybe  I’ve  dug  too  far  and 

connected  dots  where  there  are  no  connections.  Whatever  the  reason  for  this  recent  

poisoning, we can be sure whatever the MSM tell us cannot be trusted.” 

The last two sentences are the only ones making some sense.  If this is the standard of 

speculation they provide then either I’m an idiot or they want to see how far they can get with 

their  nonsense!   But  this  does  tell  us  what  to  think  of  the  website  AbelDanger.org. 

Obviously  they  are  trying  to  give support  to  Christopher  Steele  and the Trump dossier, 

keeping your eyes on the fake “Russia stole the election” story.  But although the election 

was stolen, of course Russia didn't steal it.  Every election in the US has been stolen back to 

George Washington, and they have been stolen by those Miles has fingered.  But Dawn 

Sturgess' link to Hope and QinetiQ doesn't imply this was a deep-state murder, does it?  No, 

it implies Sturgess is an agent playing a part, which implies none of this is true.  It is another 

fake, run to keep our eyes on this sexy nerve gas baloney and off any real news.  They need 

us to think Russia is an enemy undermining our sovereignty and elections, when the truth is 

Russia and Putin are just Hollywood East.  This is all just the current theater, staged to divert 

us.  

Hopey  or  is  it  Dopey  has  a  Facebook  page  with  a  photograph  of  his  wedding  on  16 
September 2018 with Karen  Scott.  I guess Karen hasn't read AbelDanger, or maybe she 
was bored and is hoping her new hubby Hope will assign her to some dangerous project, so 
that she can also end up homeless and dead.  

Furthermore another Dopey and his pals' Facebook photos tells you exactly what they think 
of us.



 

Posted together, those seem to say, “I am an upperclass poof with a bleach-blonde beard, 
but I am also a pretend working-class retard”.  I have a lot of Miles' papers downloaded on 
my pc and when I searched the names Scott and Hope I was completely overwhelmed with 
info.  I’m  pretty  sure  some interesting  links  wait  to  be  discovered  –  however  that  is  for 
someone else to do. Ghostbusters will probably find many spooks lurking in the shadows 
trying to frighten us.  Is Hope related to Bill Murray?  He sure looks like him, doesn't he?   

[Miles: in fact, we just saw the name Hope in my last paper on the Titanic.  The daughter of 
Admiral Sir George Hope-Vere married the 2nd Baronet Calvert, and his sister was married to 
Abel Smith, father of the 1st Baronet Smith.  Capt. Edward Smith of the Titanic was of these 
Smiths in the peerage.]

All the nonsense regarding the fake novichok incidents leads one to conclude the official 
stories are just a lot of hot air to “burn” the populace into confusion and fear.  And again we 
are paying taxes for misdirection and to further fatten the fat cats. At least they provide us 
with much mirth.


